**Bedford Speedway Tailgate Parking Rules and Regulations**

Tailgate parking spots around the track are leased on a year by year basis. Spot leaseholders have until February 15<sup>th</sup> of the following year to renew their spot or it will become available to the general public.

Leaseholders are completely responsible for the behavior and conduct of everyone using their spots. Spots can be revoked at any time by management with no refund in rental fees.

All temporary viewing structures installed in a parking spot must be approved by management. Structures must meet the safety and capacity standards deemed appropriate by management.

A height and size limit for all structures will be enforced. The maximum height for an occupied area can be no higher than 12’6” high. Railing and support structures can be a maximum of 16’ high. Tailgate parking spots are 8’ wide and 20’ long. Structures cannot exceed these dimensions (width exceptions are possible if multiple spots are combined).

Structures cannot be designed in a way that obstructs the view of neighboring parking spots.

The lessee of each spot holds management harmless for any injuries or damages that may occur. The Speedway is not responsible for any damage to vehicles or any injuries that occur due to accident. If a tailgate structure is deemed unsafe, it must be removed immediately.

Tailgate spot leaseholders are also required to follow any and all requirements put forth by the Speedway, the Bedford Fair Assoc., or their respective insurance carriers.

Tailgate spot rentals can be revoked at any time by management and for any reason.

Any questions please contact the speedway office at 814-623-0500.